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I. Introduction

NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thruster (NEXT) is a next-generation high-power ion propulsion system under development by NASA as a part of the In-Space Propulsion Technology Program. NEXT is designed for use on robotic exploration missions of the solar system using solar electric power. Potential mission destinations that could benefit from a NEXT Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) system include inner planets, small bodies, and outer planets and their moons. This range of robotic exploration missions generally calls for ion propulsion systems with deep throttling capability and system input power ranging from 0.6 to 25 kW, as referenced to solar array output at 1 Astronomical Unit (AU). Thermal development testing of the NEXT prototype model 1 (PM1) was conducted at JPL to assist in developing and validating a thruster thermal model and assessing the thermal design margins. NEXT PM1 performance prior to, during and subsequent to thermal testing are presented. Test results are compared to the predicted hot and cold environments expected missions and the functionality of the thruster for these missions is discussed.

Nomenclature

- $J_b$: beam current (A)
- $J_d$: discharge current (A)
- $J_{dcut}$: discharge cut back current (A)
- $J_{dh}$: discharge cathode heater current (A)
- $J_{nh}$: neutralizer cathode heater current (A)
- $J_{nk}$: neutralizer keeper current (A)
- $\dot{m}_c$: cathode flow rate (sccm)
- $\dot{m}_m$: main flow rate (sccm)
- $\dot{m}_n$: neutralizer flow rate (sccm)
- $V_a$: accelerator grid voltage (V)
- $V_b$: beam voltage (V)
(SEP) system include inner planets, small bodies, and outer planets and their moons\textsuperscript{9,11}. This range of robotic exploration missions generally calls for ion propulsion systems with deep throttling capability and system input power ranging from 0.6 to 25 kW, as referenced to solar array output at 1 Astronomical Unit (AU). The NEXT ion engine is the latest generation ion thruster; it is a 7-kW, 36-cm-beam-diameter NSTAR ion thruster that successfully flew on the Deep Space 1 mission\textsuperscript{12}. In addition, NSTAR ion thrusters are scheduled for launch on the DAWN spacecraft scheduled for launch in 2007\textsuperscript{13}.

The NEXT thermal development test was conducted to aid in developing and validating a thermal model\textsuperscript{14} for the thruster. The thermal model consists of a plasma model which is used to estimate the heat flux to thruster components as a function of the thruster operating point. The estimated heat flux due to the plasma and external heat fluxes obtained from mission analysis are input to a NEXT thermal model produced using a commercial software package. The model built with the commercial software is used to predict thruster component temperatures using thruster thermal conductivity and surface optical properties. The NEXT ion engine thermal model was correlated with the data from the thermal development test and predicts temperatures within 10 °C for most thruster components.

During the thermal development test data were recorded to document key thruster temperatures as a function of thruster operating conditions and thermal environment. Information obtained from this test was also used to determine the reference temperature location and test conditions for subsequent thermal vacuum testing.

A. Test Objectives
The NEXT thermal development test had two major objectives. One was to document key thruster temperatures as a function of thruster operating condition and thermal environments that would be encountered during a typical mission. These data were used to develop and validate the NEXT thermal model. The second objective was to select the reference temperature location.

The first objective required testing the thruster at selected points spanning the thruster throttle range under cold, ambient and hot environmental conditions. Testing was also required to ascertain thruster and thruster component temperature margins under worst case thermal loads identified from mission analysis. In addition testing to determine the external heat load required to first reach a thruster component temperature limit was desired. In order to provide additional data for model validation, the thruster was heated using the cathode and neutralizer heaters under cold conditions.

The second objective included selection of the thruster reference temperature location for flight and ground test use. The thermal development test was also used to determine the appropriate test conditions for the subsequent thermal vacuum test (TVT); this included cold soak temperatures and heat flux required for hot testing.

B. Temperature Limits
Temperature limits for critical thruster components were specified for the magnets, propellant isolator, wire harnesses and also at the candidate temperature reference locations—thruster gimbal pads—used during the thermal development test. The do-not-exceed low temperature limit for the thruster was set at -230 °C; however, the propellant lines and propellant isolators were required to be above -120 °C during thruster starts. The do-not-exceed upper temperature limit was 360 °C for the magnets, 265 °C for the propellant isolators and was 260 °C for the internal thruster wire harness. The external wire harness was originally limited to 150 °C due to the material rating of the harness jacketing material; the limit was subsequently increased to 200 °C to allow environmental testing\textsuperscript{15} at higher temperatures after it was determined that operation at temperatures up to 200 °C—for the duration of the thermal development test and environmental testing—would not damage the harness.

C. Thruster Operating Points
Testing was conducted using laboratory power supplies. The thruster operating points used during the thermal development test are listed in Table 1. Nine operating conditions were run during the functional and thermal testing. The table lists the control settings for these operating points, as well as those for cathode ignition.

Seven parameters are controlled during normal thruster operation. The propellant flow rates to the discharge chamber ($\dot{m}_m$), cathode ($\dot{m}_c$), and neutralizer ($\dot{m}_n$) are controlled. Ion optics parameters—beam current (Jb), beam voltage (Vb), and accelerator grid voltage (Va)—are set to maintain the fraction of propellant accelerated to high speed, to provide the desired kinetic energy to the beam ions, and to prevent electron backstreaming. The neutralizer keeper current (Jnk) is set to maintain efficient neutralizer operation and to prevent the neutralizer from extinguishing during recycles.
Two other parameters are controlled during thruster starts. The discharge cathode (Jdh) and neutralizer heater current (Jnh) are maintained at the specified set point to heat the cathodes to thermionic emission temperatures. Once cathode or neutralizer ignition has occurred, the heater current to that component is turned off.

In addition to the control parameters two other parameters—discharge current (Jd) and discharge cut back current (Jdcut)—are also listed in Table 1. During normal thruster operation, the discharge current is varied to provide the desired beam current. Nominal discharge currents are listed in the table to provide a reasonable set point during thruster starts prior to applying high voltage for beam extraction. The discharge current cut back is used during recycles, where the discharge current is cut back to a low value to avoid over-current conditions while the high voltage is being ramped up. Because each of the thermal development test points has a unique combination of beam current Jb and beam voltage Vb these variables are used to identify the operating point throughout this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Parameter</th>
<th>Ignition</th>
<th>Discharge Only</th>
<th>TDT 1</th>
<th>TDT 2</th>
<th>TDT 3</th>
<th>TDT 4</th>
<th>TDT 5</th>
<th>TDT 6</th>
<th>TDT 7</th>
<th>TDT 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jnh (A)</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jnk (A)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jdh (A)</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jd (A)</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.0^a</td>
<td>9.5^a</td>
<td>8.8^a</td>
<td>8.4^a</td>
<td>14.7^a</td>
<td>13.9^a</td>
<td>20.6^a</td>
<td>18.9^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jdcut (A)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jb (A)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vb (V)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Va (V)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-500</td>
<td>-115</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>-210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_m$ (sccm)</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>25.79</td>
<td>25.79</td>
<td>49.64</td>
<td>49.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_c$ (sccm)</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{n}$ (sccm)</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Nominal Value; discharge current is adjusted to maintain a constant beam current.

II. Test Hardware and Facilities

A. Thruster

The thruster used in the thermal development test was the first 36-cm-beam-diameter prototype model (PM1) thruster fabricated by Aerojet for GRC under the NEXT project. The thruster is capable of operation over a wide power envelope, from beam currents and voltages of 1.0 A, 275 V at the low end to 3.52 A and 1800 V at the high end of the throttle range. The PM1 thruster was acceptance tested at GRC prior to shipping to JPL for thermal and environmental testing.

The NEXT PM1 thruster used for the thermal development test was instrumented with 34 thermocouples. The thermocouple locations were chosen based on preliminary thermal modeling and to obtain data for model validation. Twenty thermocouples were attached to high voltage components; seven were on magnet retainer rings, four were spot welded to the outside of the discharge chamber, three were on the ion optics, two were attached to the discharge cathode assembly, three were on wire harnesses and one was attached to a propellant isolator. Fourteen thermocouples were attached to low voltage surfaces; five were located at various locations on the plasma screen, three were mounted on the front mask, two were placed on the neutralizer assembly, one was on the neutralizer harness and one was spot welded to each of the three gimbal pads. These thermocouples were installed on PM1 prior to shipping to JPL. A schematic showing the locations of thermocouples used on PM1 during the thermal development test is provided in Figure 1. Thermocouple azimuthal locations may vary from that shown in Figure 1; the azimuthal angle is specified when viewing the rear plasma screen with the neutralizer located at 12 o’clock. In addition to the thruster thermocouples, thermocouples were also mounted on the gimbal flexures that interfaced between the PM1 gimbal pads and the thruster support structure during the thermal development test.

B. Data Acquisition and Power Supply Control System

The thermal development test was performed using laboratory power supplies. These power supplies were controlled by data acquisition and control software. The data acquisition system uses modules to read thruster
currents, voltages, flow rates and temperatures; facility pressure and temperatures are also measured. The flow meters, voltage dividers and current shunts used to measure thruster data were calibrated prior to the thermal development test. The data acquisition software records thruster and facility data at a user specified rate. Typically data was recorded once a minute; however, during thruster starts or when thruster parameters were being varied the rate was often changed to once every ten seconds. The software used to record data was also used to control thruster power supplies and flow rates. The thruster operator could input the desired power supply and flow rate set points. Once the set points were entered the software made the appropriate adjustments to control the thruster operating parameters at the specified conditions.

C. Thruster Test Facility

The thermal development test was conducted in the patio chamber facility at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The 3 m diameter by 8.6 m long vacuum chamber had 9 active cyropumps for this test. With the vacuum chamber configuration used for the thermal development test the effective pumping speed was as high as 160,000 l/s. To minimize facility backsputtering rates the interior of the vacuum facility is lined with graphite panels. Diagnostic equipment—ExB probe and Faraday probes—were installed in the vacuum chamber.

Figure 1. NEXT PM1 Thermocouple Locations.

NEXT PM1 was installed in a 1.2 m diameter by 1.0 m long thermal shroud as shown in Figure 2. The downstream end of the thermal shroud was located 6.2 m from the downstream end of the vacuum facility. The thruster was mounted inside the shroud with the neutralizer keeper orifice plate located 5.7 cm from the downstream end of the shroud.

The shroud could be actively cooled with liquid nitrogen and also had eight heat lamps installed inside it to provide external heat flux to the thruster. The heat lamps were installed parallel to the thruster axis. The lamps were spaced 45 degrees apart azimuthally and aligned axially along the length of the thruster with one end of the lamp even with the front mask of PM1. The heat lamp controller was set up to vary the power to the lamps as required to maintain a control thermocouple at constant temperature set point.

In order to measure the heat flux to the thruster, heat flux coupons were developed for this test. The heat flux coupons consisted of painted aluminum sheet metal installed in a multi-layer insulation box with a 1x1 cm aperture to allow external radiation to impinge on the aluminum. Due to variations in the dimensions and uncertainties in the
optical properties of the surfaces, the heat flux coupons were calibrated using a radiometer as a standard. The
calibration relates the incoming heat flux to the aluminum coupon temperature. Two heat flux coupons were used to
monitor the thermal radiation to the thruster and a third coupon temperature was used to control the heat lamps. In
this configuration the control parameter for hot environmental testing was effectively the flux to the engine from the
environment, rather than the thruster reference location temperature. The top heat flux coupon was located 0.04 m
above the neutralizer housing and 0.1 m behind the neutralizer keeper orifice plate. The bottom rear heat flux
coupon was located 0.05 m below the thruster and 0.24 m behind the front mask. The bottom front heat flux coupon,
used to control the heat lamps, was placed 0.05 m below the thruster and 0.12 m behind the front mask. The top heat
flux sensor is shown in Figure 3 and the bottom heat flux sensors are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2. NEXT PM1 Installed Inside Thermal Shroud.

The shroud was equipped with a door made of multi-layer insulation. This door was opened during thruster
operation; however, it could be closed to minimize thermal interaction with the vacuum facility during cold soak or
hot soak when the thruster was not operating.

The shroud was equipped with 14 thermocouples used to monitor the thermal environment surrounding the
thruster. Ten thermocouples were mounted at various axial and azimuthal locations on the interior cylindrical wall
and two thermocouples were attached to the back wall of the shroud. One thermocouple was attached to the thruster
support structure and one was attached to the tubing used to provide LN2 to cool the shroud. In addition to the
shroud thermocouples other facility temperatures were monitored during the thermal development test.

Thermocouples were located behind the graphite liner at the downstream end of the vacuum chamber as well as
additional thermocouples on the side wall, on the ExB probe structure and on the cryopumps.

Double-to-single ion current ratios could be measured by an ExB probe mounted in the chamber 5.1 m
downstream of the thruster. The ExB probe was aligned so that the probe collimator accepted beam ions from a
0.1 m diameter region at the center of the thruster.

Beam current density profiles could be measured by two Faraday probes. The Faraday probes were installed on a
stage that allowed them to translate through the thruster plume at axial distances between 0.045 m and 0.55 m
downstream of the thruster. The probes were mounted 8.7 cm apart and aligned so that they sweep through the same
plane when they collect ions. Both probes collected ion current on a circular button which was surrounded by a
guard ring.
Figure 3. NEXT PM1 Neutralizer and Top Heat Flux Sensor.

Figure 4. NEXT PM1 and Bottom Heat Flux Sensors.
Figure 5 is a photograph taken through a side port in the vacuum chamber. Seen in the photograph is NEXT PM1 operating in the shroud with heat lamp power applied. Also visible between the window and the thruster are the two Faraday probes.

### III. Functional Testing

A performance verification test was conducted prior to initiating the functional testing. This test was performed to verify that the thruster operated properly over its throttle range after shipping to JPL. The thruster was operated at four points; discharge only, 1.20 A 679 V, 2.00 A 1179 V and 3.52 A 1800 V. The thruster operated nominally at all points.

Once verification testing was completed, pre-TDT functional testing was performed to obtain steady-state engine performance, characterize the neutralizer, measure electron backstreaming limit and perveance margin, determine double-to-single ion current ratios and characterize the beam current density profile. This functional testing was repeated subsequent to the thermal development test.

#### A. Functional Test Data

The pre-TDT functional testing was performed at 3 operating conditions; 1.20 A 679 V, 2.00 A 1179 V and 3.52 A 1800 V. The post-TDT functional testing was conducted at these three points as well as at an additional point—3.52 A, 1179 V. The thruster operating points are designed to maintain a constant thrust and specific impulse over the life of the thruster. Thruster degradation will manifest itself as a decrease in thruster efficiency because more power will be required to provide the demanded thrust and specific impulse. Thruster performance data from the pre-TDT and post-TDT functional testing is shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8.

The thrust from NEXT PM1 is computed from the measured beam current and voltage. Also included in the thrust computation are corrections for double ion current and beam divergence losses. The computed thrust data is shown in Figure 6 as a function of thruster power. The thruster power includes the power from the beam, discharge, accelerator, and neutralizer power supplies required to operate the thruster.
Specific impulse is defined as the thrust divided by the propellant weight flow rate at the surface of the earth; this figure of merit gives the equivalent propellant exhaust velocity divide by the acceleration of gravity at the surface of the earth. Shown in Figure 7 are the pre-TDT and post-TDT specific impulse determined from the functional test data. The specific impulse varies as the square root of the beam voltage; for the low power case the beam voltage is 679 V, for the high power case it is 1800 V and the middle two cases it is 1179 V. The total propellant flow rate includes the propellant which is ionized and accelerated into the ion beam as well as neutral gas that leaks out of the discharge chamber and the propellant required to operate the neutralizer which is not accelerated to high velocity. Because the thruster accelerates a large fraction of the provided propellant at
the 2.00 A 1179 V than at the 3.52 A, 1179 V case, the specific impulse is higher at the 2.00 A 1179 V operating point.

Thruster efficiency accounts for the effectiveness of the thruster in converting input power into thruster producing ion beam power as well as the fraction of provided propellant which is accelerated to produce thrust. NEXT PM1 efficiency as a function of thruster power during functional testing is shown in Figure 8. One of the major drivers affecting thruster efficiency is the discharge power required to produce the beam ions. During post-TDT functional testing the discharge current tended to be slightly higher and the discharge voltage was slightly lower than during pre-TDT functional testing. The slight differences tended to offset each other resulting in similar discharge power for the pre-TDT and post-TDT functional tests. As a result the thruster efficiency did not vary significantly between the two functional tests.

As seen from the data in Figures 6-8 no significant variation in thruster operating parameters was observed between the pre-TDT and post-TDT functional testing, indicating that the thruster did not suffer any adverse effects from the thermal development test. It is also noted that these data are comparable to the acceptance test data obtained at GRC prior to thermal development testing at JPL.

![Figure 8. NEXT PM1 Efficiency vs Power During Functional Testing](image)

**B. Optics and ExB Data**

During functional testing two measurements—perveance margin and electron backstreaming limit—related to the ion optics system were made. In addition ExB probe data were obtained to determine the double-to-single ion current ratio extracted from the thruster.

The perveance margin is measured by defocusing the ion beam until ions directly impinge on the accelerator grid. Defocusing is accomplished by reducing the screen grid voltage while holding the beam current constant. The perveance margin is defined as the difference between the screen grid voltage set point and screen grid voltage at which a 0.02 mA increase in accelerator grid current is caused by a 1 V decrease in screen grid potential. The perveance margin is determined from a curve fit of the accelerator grid current as a function of the screen grid voltage.

Electron backstreaming occurs when the potential at the center of accelerator grid apertures is insufficiently negative to preventing electrons from traveling upstream into the discharge chamber. Both electrons traveling upstream into the discharge chamber and positive ions traveling downstream are measured as positive current; when electron backstreaming occurs the indicated beam current increases. During the electron backstreaming tests beam control was disabled and the discharge current was maintained at a constant value. Initially the beam current decreases slightly because the electric field between the grids decreases as the accelerator grid voltage increases. However, when the accelerator grid potential increases to the point that electron backstreaming begins the indicated
beam current begins to increase. The electron backstreaming limit is determined by raising the accelerator grid voltage until the indicated beam current increases by 1 mA above the lowest beam current measured during the process.

The double-to-single ion current ratio is measured using the ExB probe with the collimator viewing the center of the NEXT PM1 optics. The measured ratio is corrected for charge exchange losses while the beam traverses the distance between the thruster and the probe. This was done by assuming the pressure was constant throughout the vacuum chamber and integrating the loss of double and single ions, due to charge-exchange with neutrals, over the distance between the thruster and the probe.

Pervance margin, electron backstreaming limit and ExB probe data for the pre-TDT and post-TDT functional testing is tabulated in Table 2. The variation in the pre-TDT and post-TDT pervance margin and electron backstreaming limit are within typical experimental scatter. This indicates that no significant changes to the ion optics occurred during the thermal development test. The ExB data do not vary between the two functional tests. These data are also comparable to those obtained during acceptance testing at GRC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Test Case</th>
<th>Perveance Margin (V)</th>
<th>Electron Backstreaming Limit (V)</th>
<th>Double to Single Ion Current Ratio*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-TDT Cases:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 A, 679 V</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>-49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 A, 1179 V</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>-103</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1800 V</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>-167</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-TDT Cases:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 A, 679 V</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>-47</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 A, 1179 V</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>-99</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1800 V</td>
<td>1156</td>
<td>-161</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1179 V</td>
<td>532</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Double to single ion current ratio measure at center of optics

C. Neutralizer Characterization

Neutralizer characterization is a diagnostic performed to determine the susceptibility of the neutralizer for transitioning from spot to plume mode. Plume mode is characterized by large voltage oscillations which can cause rapid erosion and deterioration of the neutralizer.

Neutralizer characterization is performed by decreasing the neutralizer flow rate until the neutralizer transitions from spot to plume mode. Plume mode is characterized by electrical oscillations in the neutralizer keeper circuit. Plume mode is defined as reaching or exceeding 5 V peak-to-peak oscillations measured between neutralizer keeper and neutralizer common. The neutralizer characterization was performed by lowering the flow rate to a minimum value or until the 5 V peak-to-peak oscillations occurred. During these tests the discharge was operating at 9 A current and the high voltage was turned off. To avoid picking up spurious noise, the peak-to-peak oscillations were measured across the neutralizer keeper power supply and not on the sense lines returning from the thruster.

During both the pre-TDT and post-TDT functional testing the neutralizer did not reach the 5 V peak-to-peak criteria because the minimum flow rate was reached first. During the pre-TDT characterization the minimum flow rate was 2.5 sccm where the oscillations reached 4.2 V peak-to-peak. In the post-TDT functional the minimum flow rate was 2.9 sccm where the oscillations were 3.4 V peak-to-peak.

The transition to plume mode occurred at 3.3 sccm during the acceptance testing at GRC. The difference between the TDT and acceptance test results may be due to higher background pressure in the JPL facility (approximately 3.5 times higher) which may facilitate bridging the neutralizer plume with the ion beam. Another possible difference is the point in the circuit at which the oscillations were measured between the two facilities. The minor difference between the two tests is not deemed to be indicative of a neutralizer problem.
Beam current density profiles were obtained with the Faraday probes. A typical plot of the Faraday probe data comparing pre-TDT and post-TDT testing is shown in Figure 9. These traces were obtained with the probes 4.5 cm

Figure 9. Comparison of Pre-TDT and Post-TDT Functional Faraday Probe Data at 1800 V, 3.52 A

Beam current density profiles were obtained with the Faraday probes. A typical plot of the Faraday probe data comparing pre-TDT and post-TDT testing is shown in Figure 9. These traces were obtained with the probes 4.5 cm

Figure 10. Beam Divergence During Post-TDT Functional Testing

D. Beam Current Profiles

Beam current density profiles were obtained with the Faraday probes. A typical plot of the Faraday probe data comparing pre-TDT and post-TDT testing is shown in Figure 9. These traces were obtained with the probes 4.5 cm
downstream of the accelerator grid. The variation in the data between the two tests is comparable to the differences seen at other probe locations and thruster operating conditions. Integration of the Faraday probe traces typically yielded currents slightly higher than the beam current. The discrepancy may be due uncertainty in estimating the probe ion collection area and in with integration of the current density at large radial distances from the beam centerline.

Faraday probe sweeps were obtained at axial distances from the optics ranging from 4.5 cm to 0.53 m. Beam divergence estimates were obtained from these data. The radius that contained 0.95 of the beam was determined from the integration of the beam current. Using this radius and the active grid radius of 0.18 m and accounting for the grid dishing the beam divergence angle was computed. Typical divergence data obtained during the post-TDT functional testing is shown in Figure 10.

IV. Thermal Testing

Thermal testing was conducted at cold (liquid nitrogen cooling the shroud), ambient (no active external heating or cooling) and hot (heat lamps radiating to thruster and shroud) conditions. These tests encompassed the range of thermal conditions expected during the deep space design reference missions investigated under the NEXT program. During these tests the thruster was operated at each point until steady-state temperatures were reached. For this testing steady-state was defined as a rate of temperature change less than 4 °C per hour.

A specific spacecraft configuration for mounting NEXT has not been identified yet; therefore, the boundary conditions for the NEXT thermal model can only be approximated. In spaceflight the heat flux from the sun would heat one side, or the optics end, of the thruster while the remaining surfaces might radiate toward deep space or other spacecraft surfaces. The experimental set up used during testing is different from that expected in space because the heat lamps were evenly spaced around the cylindrical portion of the thruster. As a result the entire cylindrical section was heated instead of just one side.

A preliminary analysis with a sample spacecraft thermal model estimated the maximum solar heat flux to NEXT during potential missions. This estimate was based on the maximum solar heat flux found in a deep space design reference mission (DSDRM) analysis performed by Aerojet. This maximum solar heat flux, 1400 W/m², occurs with the thruster operating at 0.85 AU at a sun angle of 38 degrees. Multiplying the heat flux by the projected area of the thruster illuminated by the sun the total solar power radiated to NEXT was estimated to be 450 W. During hot testing radiated heat loads between 650 and 1000 W were applied to the thruster. The 650 W case includes the 450 W flux determined from mission analysis plus 200 W estimated to be supplied from the spacecraft interface. The 1000 W test was performed to determine the external heat flux required to reach the do-not-exceed temperature limit a thruster component.

During the thermal development test data was obtained at a variety of thruster operating conditions and thermal environments as listed in Table 3. Four cases, denoted as cold cases, were run with the shroud actively cooled with LN2. Eight ambient cases were tested; in these tests there was no active control of the thermal environment. Four hot cases were run at two heat flux coupon set points. The 100 °C set point corresponds to the 650 W heat flux case and the 145 °C set point is the 1000 W heat flux case. The 3.52 A, 1179 V and 3.52 A, 1800 V operating points were tested under cold, ambient and hot conditions. Several other operating points were tested at ambient conditions.

A.Heat Flux Estimation

The radiated heat flux to the thruster is estimated by using the calibration and the temperature of the heat flux coupons at steady-state thermal conditions. The area of the cylindrical portion of the thruster is 0.33 m², the area of the conical section is 0.23 m², and the area of the optics and front mask is 0.21 m². At steady-state the coupon and shroud temperatures are comparable in the region with the heat lamps which surround the cylindrical portion of the thruster, suggesting that the shroud temperature could be used along with the heat flux sensor calibration to estimate the heat flux to the thruster. The temperature at the back of the shroud, which interacts with the conical section of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. NEXT PM1 Throttle Table.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cold Cases:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutralizer Heater (7.2 A, 8.7 V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode Heater (7.2 A, 13.7 V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1179 V (TDT 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1800 V (TDT 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ambient Cases:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 A, 275 V (TDT 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.20 A, 679 V (TDT 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.20 A, 1179 V (TDT 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00 A, 1179 V (TDT 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1179 V (TDT 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1800 V (TDT 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hot Cases:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thruster Off (100 °C Set Point)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1179 V (100 °C Set Point)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1179 V (145 °C Set Point)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52 A, 1800 V (100 °C Set Point)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the thruster, tend to be lower than the shroud temperatures surrounding the cylindrical section of the thruster; therefore, the heat flux to the thruster is lower in the conical region than in the cylindrical portion of the thruster. The temperature of the chamber interacting with the optics and front mask varies depending on where the ion beam is depositing power. For the hot cases with the thruster operating the chamber surface temperatures ranged from 20 °C on the side walls to 100 °C at the center of the downstream chamber wall. To obtain a conservative estimate of the heat flux to the thruster the radiation to the optics and front mask was assumed to be black body at a temperature of 25 °C.

The heat flux to the thruster at three operating conditions is estimated. The cases are at ambient with the thruster operating at full power, and two hot cases with the thruster operating at beam conditions of 3.52 A, 1179 V and the heat lamp set point at 100 °C and 145 °C.

At ambient full power operation (3.52 A, 1800 V) the coupon temperatures were 61 and 63 °C, the back of the shroud was ~56 °C, and the vacuum chamber temperature was 25 °C. Using these temperatures and the coupon calibration multiplier, the estimated total heat flux to the thruster operating at full power at ambient conditions is 450 W.

For the thruster operating at 3.52 A, 1179 V with the heat flux coupons at 100 °C, the back of the shroud was at about 90 °C and again using a vacuum chamber temperature of 25 °C, the estimated heat flux to the thruster was 650 W.

The highest heat flux case during the thermal development test also was conducted at beam conditions of 3.52 A, 1179 V. For this case the coupon temperatures were 144 °C, the back of the shroud was at 134 °C and once again the vacuum chamber temperature of 25 °C is used. For this case the total heat flux to the thruster is estimated to be 1000 W.

B. Temperature Data

A significant contributor to the thermal environment influencing the thruster is shroud surrounding the side and back of the thruster. Shroud temperature data for all 14 shroud thermocouples as a function of rear heat flux sensor temperature, at steady-state, is shown in Figure 11. The two coldest cases correspond to the neutralizer and cathode heater cold cases. During these tests the shroud door was closed resulting in the lowest shroud temperatures. Some radiation from the thruster could reflect from the door and shroud surfaces resulting in coupon temperatures higher than those of the shroud. The remaining two cold cases (below 0 °C) were with the door open and the thruster operating; the heat flux coupon temperatures were higher because they could partially view the warmer environment outside the shroud. The data between 0 and 80 °C are ambient cases where there was no active heating or cooling of the shroud. The thruster radiates to the shroud resulting in high shroud temperatures at higher thruster power operating conditions. The data at ~100 °C are the 650 W heat flux cases and the data near 150 °C are the 1000 W heat flux case.

![Figure 11. Shroud Temperatures vs Bottom Rear Heat Flux Sensor Temperature at Steady-State.](image-url)
It is desirable to determine the thermal margin for the magnets used in the thruster because they can degauss if they are overheated. The magnets used in the NEXT PM1 ion thruster are rated for operation at temperatures below 360 °C where they should not degrade.

The NEXT PM1 thruster magnet temperature data obtained during the thermal development test is shown in Figures 12a, 12b, 12c, and 12d. The maximum steady-state magnet temperature measured during thermal testing was 272 °C on the front magnet ring during the maximum heat flux testing; this gives a temperature margin of 88 °C for the magnets. The electric discharge required to produce ions in the discharge chamber is the dominant contributor to
magnet heating. The discharge power increases with increasing beam current and decreases slightly as the beam voltage increases. The magnet temperatures in the ambient cases at thruster powers below 3000 W are lower than the magnet temperatures at the higher power levels even with active cooling of the shroud. As expected the data at the higher thruster power levels show that the magnet temperatures increase as the external heat flux to the thruster increases.

Figure 12c. Steady-State Conical Magnet Ring Temperatures During Thermal Development Testing

Figure 12d. Steady-State Cathode Magnet Temperatures During Thermal Development Testing
The cylindrical magnet thermocouple at 8 o’clock failed during hot testing. During ambient testing the temperature data for this magnet is seen to be higher than the second cylindrical magnet thermocouple located at 3 o’clock. It is thought that electron backstreaming through the plasma screen above the conical magnet ring resulted in excess heating in the vicinity of the 8 o’clock thermocouple. During hot testing at 3.52 A, 1800 V the thermocouple insulation failed resulting in arcing to the plasma screen. Testing was interrupted to remove this thermocouple and then resumed without a thermocouple in this location.

Figure 13. Steady-State Discharge Chamber Temperatures During Thermal Development Testing

Figure 14. Steady-State Propellant Isolator Temperatures During Thermal Development Testing
Electrons in the discharge chamber tend to be collected at the magnetic cusps formed by the magnet rings. Therefore it is expected that most of the thermal power deposited in the anode will occur at the magnets; this could result in temperature gradients in the discharge chamber. To aid in determining temperature variations due to localized heating discharge chamber thermocouples were mounted between the front and cylindrical magnets. The discharge chamber thermocouple data is shown in Figure 13; the discharge chamber thermocouples measure slightly lower temperatures than the front mask but are comparable to the cylindrical magnet temperatures. The propellant isolators are designed to allow propellant to flow from the reference potential supply to the high voltage thruster without arcing. The NEXT PM propellant isolators are rated for steady-state operation at temperatures up to 265 °C.

The propellant isolator temperature as a function of thruster power and external thermal environment is shown in Figure 14. As seen from the data the isolator had a 72 °C margin at the maximum heat flux operating condition.

Figure 15. Steady-State Wire Harness Temperatures During Thermal Development Testing

Wire harness temperatures are shown in Figure 15. The wire harnesses located between the discharge chamber and the plasma screen are rated for operation at temperatures up to 260 °C. These thermocouples are labeled cathode, downstream and upstream in Figure 15. The jacket material used at the wire harness exit—where it penetrates the plasma screen—is rated for steady-state operation at 150 °C. It was determined that operation at temperatures up to 200 °C would not damage the harness so this higher limit was imposed for testing. As expected the exit temperature is the lowest while the harness thermocouple located near the cathode is the hottest. The wire harness exit temperature reached 189 °C during the highest heat flux testing without causing observable damage. The highest temperature for the wire harnesses under the plasma screen was 220 °C giving a 40 °C margin.

The steady-state ion optics assembly temperatures, shown in Figure 16, follow the same trend as the magnet temperatures. The optics thermocouples are located at grid supports at the periphery of the grids. The screen grid which is in direct contact with the discharge chamber plasma is the hottest and is comparable to the magnet temperatures. The stiffening ring attaches to the discharge chamber and supports the grids temperature falls between the screen and accelerator grid which is further downstream and has the lowest temperature.

Gimbal pad temperatures are of interest because they were a candidate and were subsequently chosen as the reference temperature location for the thruster. As seen from the data in Figure 17, the gimbal pad temperatures are lower but follow the same trend as the other thruster components.

In addition to the gimbal pads the front mask was also considered as a possible reference temperature location. Front mask temperature data is shown in Figure 18. It is interesting to note the thermocouple located at the 12 o’clock position is hotter than the other thermocouples. The neutralizer is also located at 12 o’clock and radiative heating and heating from the neutralizer plasma contribute to the observed higher temperature. Front mask temperatures were used as the reference temperature location on DS1; however, due to uncertainties in the optical properties it is difficult to correlate the front mask temperature to other component temperatures.
The neutralizer keeper and discharge cathode tube temperatures are shown in Figure 19. Both the neutralizer and cathode active emission areas must be at thermionic temperatures for the thruster to operate. Although the thermocouples were not placed in the active emission area, they are relatively close and are at the highest temperature locations measured during thermal development testing. Because electron emission is required to operate the thruster the temperature of the cathodes does not vary greatly with the external heat load as evidenced by the data in Figure 19.

NEXT PM1 thruster performance data obtained over the environment range tested during the thermal development test is shown in Figures 20, 21 and 22. The thrust produced by the PM1 thruster is shown as a function of thruster power in Figure 20. The ion optics temperatures are shown in Figure 16. The gimbal pad temperatures are shown in Figure 17.
Figure 18. Steady-State Front Mask Temperatures During Thermal Development Testing

Figure 19. Steady-State Neutralizer/Cathode Temperatures During Thermal Development Testing
Figure 20. NEXT PM1 Thrust Over the Thermal Range

Figure 21. NEXT PM1 Specific Impulse Over the Thermal Range
of gimbal pad temperature in Figure 20. The lowest temperature points correspond to active cooling of the shroud. The points between 140 and 160 °C are at ambient conditions and the higher temperature points correspond to the high heat flux cases due to lamp heating. As seen from the data, the thrust remained constant over the thermal operating range tested. The specific impulse is shown as a function of gimbal temperature in Figure 21. The thermal range is the same as that for the thrust plot. As seen from the data the specific impulse remained constant over the thermal operating range tested. The thruster efficiency is shown as a function of gimbal temperature in Figure 22. The thermal range is the same as that for the thrust plot. Again a major driver for the thruster efficiency is the discharge power required to produce beam ions. There was no significant variation in discharge current or voltage for either of the two operating points over the range of thermal conditions tested. As a result the thruster efficiency did not vary over the thermal operating range tested. The thruster performance obtained over the range of environmental conditions tested is comparable to the performance observed during the pre-TDT and post-TDT functional testing and the acceptance testing performed at GRC.

C. Post-TDT PM1 Inspection

After the completion of the thermal development test and the subsequent functional test the NEXT PM1 thruster was removed from the vacuum facility and placed in a clean room at JPL. The thruster was inspected and disassembled in the clean room. The remaining thermocouple wires for the discharge chamber and the magnets appeared to have gotten hot but no obvious signs of arcing were found.

With two minor exceptions the thruster was found to be in good condition during the post-TDT inspection. One thermocouple punched through the discharge chamber mesh when the thermocouple was being removed. The small hole in the discharge chamber wall was repaired by spot welding a tantalum foil patch to the outside of the discharge chamber.

The thruster was hypotted during the inspection and the impedances between thruster components were found to be nominal with the exception of cathode common to anode. The cathode common to anode impedance had decreased over the course of testing. After removing and reinstalling the wiring at the back of the discharge cathode assembly, the impedance had increased by a factor of two. Because the voltage between the anode and cathode common is less than 30 V during normal thruster operation, even the lowest observed impedance results in negligible leakage current and is not a concern unless it continues to decrease during subsequent operation.
V. Recommendations

The major recommendation from the thermal development test is that the gimbal pads be used as the reference temperature location for the thermal vacuum test. It is desirable to have the reference thermocouples on low voltage surfaces in order to avoid problems with high voltage stand off; therefore, the gimbal pads and the front mask were the two candidates for the reference temperature locations. Based on thermal development test data and modeling done at GRC the gimbal pads were determined to provide a better correlation with critical components—such as the magnets, propellant isolators and wire harnesses—than the front mask. Therefore the gimbal pads are recommended for the reference temperature location.

Based on the manner in which the cylindrical magnet thermocouple failed it was recommended that the plasma screen be modified to reduce or eliminate electron backstreaming through it. The NEXT project has replaced the plasma screen surrounding the cylindrical portion of the thruster with a solid shield. In addition the open area fraction has been reduced for the plasma screen over the conical section of the thruster.

VI. Summary

The NEXT PM1 thruster was operated over a range of thermal conditions that bracket those that would be expected during a typical mission. Thermal conditions ranged from liquid nitrogen cooled shroud temperatures to 1000 W externally applied heat load. The thruster performed well during the thermal development test. The thruster performance parameters (thrust, specific impulse and thruster efficiency) were nominal over the range of environmental conditions the thruster was subjected to.

The data obtained during the test was useful for validating the thruster thermal model. The model predicts temperatures that are within 10 °C of those measured during the thermal development test for most thruster components. Based on the thermal modeling the gimbal pads were selected as the reference temperature location for the thruster. Data obtained during the highest heat flux operation case demonstrated a thermal margin of 88 °C for the magnets, 72 °C margin for the propellant isolator and 40 °C for the wire harness under the plasma screen. The exterior harness reached 189 °C during operation at the high heat flux case.

Two minor issues were discovered during testing. One case resulted in adjusting the temperature limit for the exit wire harness jacketing from 150 °C to 200 °C for the thermal development test and subsequent environmental testing. Although the jacket material could survive operation at temperatures as high as 200 °C, for the duration of the thermal development test and the subsequent environmental testing, it is not known if it can survive for longer durations at temperatures over 150 °C. The NEXT project is investigating this issue. Possible solutions include determining if the jacket material can be rerated for long term operation at temperatures up to 200 °C or switching to another material rated for operation at a higher temperature. The second issue led to a design change to mitigate electron backstreaming through the plasma screen.
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